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an action-adventure video game with a focus on non-linear sandbox gameplay, parkour moves, crowd blending.Survivor is an alter ego of a
gunslinger from Marvel comics who looks like an old man, talks like a lunatic, has limited superpowers, his health level is meager, and he
receives treatment from the "hospital". But he remains alive and he has a set of goals that he must fulfill. Survival is the only goal. You must
repel and as many enemies as possible with one hit, the more you killed, the more points You will dial. You cannot refuse to complete tasks, but
you can get points with "medicine" and buy it from time to time and increase the power of weapons, the number of "masks", the ability to
control the "brains" of the enemy. For each level, you must take control of a certain vehicle, as you will not be able to move, and therefore will
not be able to complete tasks. Survival does not mean that you have to run away from hundreds of enemies. To survive does not mean to
survive, but to survive and complete all tasks. You will find many opponents and an uncertain, but bloody death. It is quite a bloody spectacle in
which you have to risk your health, the health of your body, in order to complete all the deeds. The game has a huge number of skirmishes and a
lot of old tricks, the game has thoughtful text, in particular a buggy that you can call and then you have every chance to reduce the time to the
end of the level. In the movie, you can watch the main character run with a bullet in his leg through the woods, but you won't get to see him also
jump over the fence and climb onto the roof to eliminate all the enemies, so it's not a very realistic movie. But as soon as you break the enemy,
you will see the second one, who killed him, and the third one, who stands over the corpse of the killed enemy. While watching, you can "wake
up" from the faces of the enemy flickering in front of your face, as well as such mystical elements as a talking head.But as always, you can
watch, but not watch, you can see for yourself. What if I want to live longer? What if I don't want to die at all? What then? Then you need to
turn on self-destruction and you will be immortal! We will assume that this is a joke, but in any case it will be interesting to see. Many will say
that there is no plot in a computer game, but there is an amazing atmosphere that plunges you into the past, into the past of our world. What else
do you need for a gift
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